Antidepressive effect of amitriptyline treatment with plasma drug levels controlled within three different ranges.
Seventy-four depressed patients were treated with amitriptyline for 4-6 weeks. Their doses were individually adjusted to maintain the sum of the plasma levels of amitriptyline (AT) and nortriptyline (NT) within one of three different ranges, randomly allocated. Allowance was made for individual plasma binding of the drugs. In the 50 patients between 25 and 65 years of age, the antidepressive response at low plasma drug levels was somewhat poorer than at medium or high levels, which were equally effective. In this age group an association was found between outcome and the individual rate of AT metabolism, expressed as "reciprocal clearance" (RC), the steady-state plasma concentration of AT plus NT divided by the daily AT dose. Good antidepressive outcome was associated with high RC. The implications of these findings for patient treatment and for the interpretation of other studies are discussed. The 18 patients between 65 and 80 years of age showed no significant differences between the effectiveness of treatment at different plasma drug levels, and no significant associations between outcome and RC.